Mobile grain dryers

Reliability, experience,
innovation

With
a tradition of innovation in
agricultural equipment, we have been serving the needs of farmers
across the world for more than 40 years. Since the 1970’s, we have been specializing in
designing and manufacturing a wide range of mobile grain dryers, stationary tower dryers,
and soybean toasters. Together with our dealers we wish to provide an extensive network of
sales, parts and service to our customers.
In MECMAR, we do believe that a close dialogue with the final users is the best way to make
wise decisions on a day-to-day basis. It is through this enduring relationship with the farmers
of yesterday, today and tomorrow that we keep improving the details of our machines for
increasing efficiency and productivity, still respecting the environment.
We keep pushing the limits of our grain dryers, such that our customers can always get the
most out of their time, their investment and their potential, although preserving ease of use
and robustness as guiding principles.

ISO 9001

Inspired by our customers
Throughout our history, we have always been motivated by the forward-thinking commitment
and can-do attitude of our customers. Whether they are planning to introduce a new dryer
in the farm or to increase the productivity, we find everyday sources of inspiration by their
independent spirit and their desire to turn challenges into opportunities.
It is that pioneering spirit that launched MECMAR more than 40 years ago. And that driver can
still be found in all our machines, from the first prototype of mobile grain dryer to the latest
automatic models, manufactured for optimizing energy consumption in an environmental
friendly way. At MECMAR, our mission is to find the best and most effective solutions to make
agricultural technology simple, robust and and easy to use.

Care for details
At MECMAR we
recognize that for farmers, making the most
of every new opportunity depends on having the right equipment. Equipment that is
technologically advanced, yet simple and easy to use. Equipment that allows you to
perform more by spending less - because working in a smart way is the best way to move
into the future.
Our new grain dryers are thought not only to reduce emissions, but also to minimize fuel
consumptions. Technological developments that we have introduced throughout the last
years show up to 10% fuel savings. Combining this with ordinary maintenance and other
features such as the Riello® dual stage burner and the variable pitch augers, you will be
able to dry your grain at extremely wet conditions in a safe and effective way.
The latest display options, enables you to interact with the grain dryer selecting the set
of parameters that best fits your needs and your operating mode. The large touchscreen
display does not only control key functions of the grain dryers, but also provides the
farmer with a complete monitoring system of the machine at work.
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The listed models are the most requested on the market, nevertheless we have always been ready for
manufacturing dryers with other capacities and dimensions. Don’t hesitate to contact us for more information.
* Listed heights refer to dryers with double unloading pipe and do not include openings and extra cereal on top of the cylinder,
neither dust aspiration kit.

* Capacity calculated using specific weight of 0.75 kg/dm3.
** Published data refer to corn and are calculated with mathematical models that use clean and ripe products and in normal operating conditions with 120°C
drying air temperature and one hour cool-down time. Please do not hesitate to contact the nearest Mecmar dealer for more information.
Under our policy of continuous improvement, we reserve the right to change specifications provided in this brochure without pior notice.

BIO series

Our BIO
grain dryers are raising the stakes in terms
of productivity, fuel efficiency and compliance to preserve the biological
genuinity of your grain. Reap the benefits of the gentle heat exchange,
reaching an efficiency for fuel consumption between 85 and 95%. Our BIO
grain dryer suits perfectly any crop, from wheat to corn, rice to soybean.
Mecmar biologic grain dryers will elevate the output of your dryer, in
line with your high requirements on productivity and environmental
credentials.
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Accessories
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Our
dryers are manufactured for meeting
the most different needs. The technological
driver coming from the continuous dialogue
with our customers has led us to develop many
features to customize any model of dryers.
Some examples: (1) the dust suction set, (2)
the automatized greasing system, (3) the grain
moisture sensor, (4) the external
electrical engine, (5) the touch screen control
system, (6) the “super” loading hopper, (7) the
transport on road equipment, (8) the LPG gas
burner, (9) the water-to-air pre-heater, (10) the
fan speedmeter.
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